Book Presentation
Alexandre Fortes & David Mayer
Brazilian Labour History – New Perspectives in Global Context
(Special Issue 2017 of the International Review of Social History, edited by Paulo Fontes,
Alexandre Fortes & David Mayer)
Brazilian Labour History has, over the last two decades, become an important reference point for
the international debate about a renewed labour and working-class history. It has greatly
broadened its conceptual scope by integrating issues of gender, race, and ethnicity and has
moved towards studying the whole gamut of labour relations in Brazil’s history – with a special
emphasis on the manifold interconnections between free and unfree as well as formal and
informal labour. This expanding scholarship has also shed new light on more “classic” topics,
such as strikes, unionism, or the role of labour policies in redefining workers strategies. In the
recent volume “Brazilian Labour History – New Perspectives in Global Context” 13 authors
working on a wide range of topics offer a panoramic survey of the current research efforts in
Brazilian labour history and enter into conscious dialogue with the debates and findings of
scholarship in other world regions.
In this presentation two of the editors of this volume – Alexandre Fortes (Universidade Federal
Rural do Rio de Janeiro) and David Mayer (re:work, Humboldt University, Berlin) – will introduce
the themes, debates, and stakes documented in the volume. They will also address some of the
issues related to the possibilities and difficulties in building a real global dialogue in labour
history.
Until 1st July 2018, all articles of this Special Issue are accessible without restrictions:
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-review-of-socialhistory/issue/40A7178FF8991AD35477C728581A76AA

The book presentation will be held in English on:
Thursday, 31 May 2018, 1 pm
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
IGK Work and Human Lifecycle in Global History
Georgenstraße 23, 6th Floor, 10117 Berlin
Please RSVP at your earliest convenience to felicitas.hentschke@asa.hu-berlin.de
For additional information, please refer to http://rework.hu-berlin.de

